Linking T cell epitopes to a common linear B cell epitope: A targeting and adjuvant strategy to improve T cell responses.
Immune complexes are potent mediators of cellular immunity and have been extensively studied for their disease mediating properties in humans and for their role in anti-cancer immunity. However, a viable approach to use antibody-complexed antigen as vehicle for specific immunotherapy has not yet reached clinical use. Since virtually all people have endogenous antibodies against tetanus toxoid (TTd), such commonly occurring antibodies are promising candidates to utilize for immune modulation. As an initial proof-of-concept we investigated if anti-tetanus IgG could induce potent cross-presentation of a conjugate with SIINFEKL, a MHC class I presented epitope of ovalbumin (OVA), to TTd. This protein conjugate enhanced OVA-specific CD8+ T cell responses when administrated to seropositive mice. Since TTd is poorly defined, we next investigated whether a synthetic peptide-peptide conjugate, with a chemically defined linear B cell epitope of tetanus toxin (TTx) origin, could improve cellular immune responses. Herein we identify one linear B cell epitope, here after named MTTE thru a screening of overlapping peptides from the alpha and beta region of TTx, and by assessment of the binding of pooled IgG, or individual human IgG from high-titer TTd vaccinated donors, to these peptides. Subsequently, we developed a chemical protocol to synthesize defined conjugates containing multiple copies of MTTE covalently attached to one or more T cell epitopes of choice. To demonstrate the potential of the above approach we showed that immune complexes of anti-MTTE antibodies with MTTE-containing conjugates are able to induce DC and T cell activation using model antigens.